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On the matrix elements of the U{n) generators 
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A straightforward derivation of the matrix elements of the U(n) generators is presented using 

algebraic infinitesimal techniques. An expression for the general fundamental Wigner coefficients 

of the group is obtained as a polynomial in the group generators. This enables generalized matrix 

elements to be defined wit1:Iout explicit reference to basis states. Such considerations are 

important for treating groups such as Sp(2n) whose basis states are not known. 

PACS numbers: 02.20.Sv 

1. INTRODUCTION 

It was shown in a previous publication 1 (herein referred 

to as I) that the polynomial identities satisfied by the infini

tesimal generators of a semisimple Lie group may be applied 

to give a simple determination of the (multiplicity-free) 

Wigner coefficients of the group. In this paper we shall ex

tend some of the techniques presented in I to give a simple 

self-contained derivation of the matrix elements of the U(n) 

generators. 

An orthonormal basis for the finite dimensional irredu

cible representations ofU(n) was first constructed by 

Gel'fand and Zetlin. 2 The matrix elements of the U(n) gener

ators in this basis were first derived by Gel'fand and Zetlin2 

and rederived using boson-calculus techniques by Baird and 

Biedenharn.3 In their discussion of the Gel'fand-Zetlin re

sults Baird and Biedenharn made an important contribution 

by explicitly expressing the general matrix element as a 

product of a reduced matrix element and a Wigner coeffi

cient. As a result the fundamental Wigner coefficients of 

U(n), for general n, were given for the first time. It is our 

principal aim to obtain these results using algebraic infinites

imal techniques in contrast to the integral techniques of Gel

'fand and Zetlin and Baird and Biedenharn. 

The relationship between our approach and that em

ployed by Biedenharn et al.3
-
5 has been discussed in I. Al

though the two approaches are closely related we feel that 

our approach offers some novel features. In the literature it is 

customary to obtain the matrix elements of generators of the 

form a;;: + 1 and a;;: + 1 (m < n) first and to obtain the matrix 

elements of the remaining generators by repeated commuta

tion. Making use of the concept of simultaneous shift opera

tors which shift the representation labels ofU(n) and each of 

its canonical subgroups in a certain prescribed way, we shall 

present an alternative derivation where the matrix elements 

of all generators are obtained just as easily as those of the 

form a;;: + 1 and a;;: + 1 • An expression for the general funda

mental Wigner coefficients ofU(n) is also given in terms of 

polynomials in the group generators constructed using the 

characteristic identities ofU(n) and each of its canonical 

subgroups. The expressions obtained are clearly generaliza

ble to more general groups. 

a)Present address: School of Physical Sciences, The Flinders University of 

South Australia, Bedford Park, South Australia, 5042. 

We shall also obtain an expression for the 

U(n) : U(n -1) reduced Wigner coefficients (or isoscalar 

factors) as a polynomial in the group generators. The simul

taneous shift operators used in this paper are obviously relat

ed to the pattern calculus of Biedenharn et al.5 and their 

concept ofWigner operator. The exact relationship between 

them will be discussed in a forthcoming publication. 

The extension of this work to the discrete series of re

presentations of the noncom pact groups U(n,l) and the 

orthogonal groups O(n) and O(n,l) is evident. 

2. WIGNER COEFFICIENTS AND REDUCED MATRIX 

ELEMENTS 

The generators aj(i,j = l, ... ,n) of the Lie group U(n) 

satisfy the commutation relations 

[ 
j k] k j j k aj,al = t)ja l - t)laj 

and the Hermiticity property 

(aj)t = a/. 

These generators may be assembled into a square matrix a 

whose (i,j) entry is the generator aj. Polynomials in a may be 

defined recursively by the formula 

(am + I); = (am)~ aJ = a~ (am)J. 

Associated with the matrix a is its adjoint a with entries 

a/ = - a;. Polynomials in a may be defined by 

(am +1); = (am)Jaf = ~k(am)~. 

It has been shown5 on a finite dimensional irreducible repre

sentation ofU(n) with highest weight A = (A1, ... ,An )that the 

matrices a and a satisfy the polynomial identities 

/I /I 

II (a - a r ) = 0, II (a - ar ) = 0, 
r = I r= 1 

where the roots a r and ar are given by 

ar=Ar+n-r=n-l- ar· 

(1) 

~y virtue of the identities (1), projection operators P [r] 
and P [r] may be constructed by setting 

P[r] = II (a-a l
), 

l'f'r a r - a l 

P[r]= II(a-ii
l

). 

l'f'r iir-~ 

The matrix elements of such projectors in unitary represen-
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tat ions of the group were shown in I to be bilinear combina

tions ofWigner coefficients. To be more explicit let V (A) be a 

finite dimensional irreducible representation with highest 

weight A and let 12v) ) and I~i» be Gel'fand basis states in the 

space V (A ). According to I we have 

(~)Ip[r)jl(:) 

(
A lolA -.1, \ (A -.1, 110 A) 

= ~ (v); i (/-l) I (/-l) j ;(v') , 
(2) 

where liD) constitutes an orthonormal basis for the contra

gredient vector representation and where jJD;2v) ) denotes the 

product state WJ) ® 12v»' Similarly, we have 

(3) 

where 1;6) forms the usual basis for the fundamental vector 

representation. Substituting i = j = n into Eqs. (2) and (3) 

we obtain 

(~) I P [r)~ 1(:) = D(v).(v') I (~) ; ~ol 

(~)Ip [r]~ 1(:) = D(v),(v') I (~); ~61 
It is our aim now to apply the U (n) characteristic identi

ties (1) to evaluate the operators P [r] ~ and P [r] ~ which, by 

Eqs. (4), are essentially squares of Wigner coefficients. 

We now turn our attention to the group U(n + 1) 

whose generators aj (i,j = I, ... ,n + 1) may be assembled 

into a matrix b whose (i,]) entry is the generator a;.T~e ma

tarix b satisfies an n + 1 degree polynomial identity analo

gous to the U(n) matrix a: 

11-+ 1 

II (b -f3d = 0, 

"~I 

where the f3 k take constant values on an irreducible repre

sentation with highest weight A = (AI, ... ,A" +1) given by f3k 

= Ak + n + 1 - k. In a similar way we define the adjoint 

matrix b whose roots ilk are given by ilk = n - f3 k . 
As for U(n) we may construct the U(n + 1) projection 

operators 

"+1 (J -13, ) 
Q [k] = II ' 

,- I k -13, 

_ "+1 (;--il,) 
Q [k] = II - _. 

'~I k - 13, 

Also, according to I, ifp(x) is any polynomial we may write 

" +1 
P(b)= L. P(13dQ[k]. 

k-I 

From the U(n +1) identity we have 

bQ [k] =13kQ [k). 

(5) 

Taking the (i,n +1) entry of this matrix equation we may 

write 

16 J. Math. Phys. Vol. 22, No.1, January 1981 

n+1 
L. aiQ[k]~+1 =13kQ[k]~+I' i= 1, ... ,n. 
,~ I 

Rearranging this expression we obtain 

a~+1 Q[k]~!: = (13k -a),Q[k):,+I' 

Similarly, we may write 

Q[k]~!: a7+
1 

=Q[k]7+
1

(13k -a):. 

(6) 

(7) 

For simplicity let us for the moment denote the U(n) 

invariant Q [k ]~!: by Ck • Clearly, the Ck are U(n + 1) 

analogs of the operators P [r] ~ whose matrix elements are 

squares ofWigner coefficients. It is our aim to express Ck as 

a function of the 13k and a,. Note that Eq. (5) implies 

n + I 
P(b)~!: = L. P(13dCk, 

k~1 

which enables a systematic evaluation ofU(n) invariants of 

the form P(b)~!: once the Ck have been determined. 

We may invert Eqs. (6) and (7) by writing 

Q[k)~+1 = [(13k -atl]ja~+1 Ck, 

Q [k ]7-+ 1 = Ckaj+1 [(13k -at
l ]!, 

where (f3k - at l denotes the matrix 

(13k -at
l 

= i (13k -a,tIP[r]. 
r= 1 

(8) 

Throughout the remainder of this section let ¢ denote the 

U(n) vector operator with components tI/ = a~ +1 , 

i = 1, ... ,n, with adjoint ¢t whose components are given by 

¢J = aj + I . Following Green and Bracken,6 the vector oper

ator ¢ and its contragredient ¢t may be resolved into a sum 

of shift vectors 

¢ = i ¢[r], lpt = i ¢t[r] 
r= 1 r = I 

which alter the U(n) representation labels according to 

Ak ¢[r) = ¢[r ](Ak + Dk,), 

Ak¢t[r] = ¢t[r](Ak - Dk,). 

Such shift vectors may be constructed by application of the 

U(n) projectors P [r] and P[r] as follows: 

tP[r] =P[r)¢=tPP[r], 

tPt[r] = P[r]¢t = ¢tp [r]. 

Decomposing the U(n) vector tP into its shift compo

nents allows us to write Eqs. (8) in the form 

i ¢[r]'(13k - a, _1)-1 Ck, 
r= I 

i Ck(13k - a, -It I ¢t[rJ.. (9) 
r= 1 

However, from Eq. (5), we have 

n +1 
L. Q[kt+1 =D~+I =0, for i= I, ... ,n. 

k_1 

Hence, summing Eqs. (9) over k from 1 to n + 1, we obtain 

,tl ¢[r]( :%1 (f3k - a, -It I C,) = 0. 

However, the shift vectors ¢[r] form a linearly independent 
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set since they effect different shifts. This implies that 

n +1 

L ({3k - a r _1)-1 Ck = 0, r = 1, ... ,n. (10) 
k~1 

This set of equations together with the condition 

n+1 (n+1 ) 
k~1 Ck = 1 k~1 Q[k]~!: =8~!: 

uniquely determine the Ck • These equations are easily solved 

(using Cramer's rule for example) and yield the solution 

n + 1 n 

Ck = II ({3k - {3pt
l II ({3k - at -1). 

p~1 

#k 
t~ I 

(11) 

Similarly, using the adjoint projectors Q [k], one may 

deduce the equations 

Q [k]~ +1 = i Ck ({3k - artl¢[rr, 
r = 1 

Q [k]7 +1 = i ,pt[rL({3k - artlCk, (12) 
r = I 

whereCk is shorthand notation for Q [k ]~!: whichmaybe 

expressed in terms ofthe{3's and a's according to 

_ n+1 n 

Ck = II ({3k - {3pt
l II ({3k - at)· 

p~ I t~ I 

(13) 

#k 

The U(n) invariants Ck and Ck are the U(n +1) ana

logs of the operators P [r] ~ and P [r] ~ which may likewise 

be expressed in terms of the roots in the U(n) and U(n -1) 

identities. This then enables us to evaluate the fundamental 

Wigner coefficients (4) as required. However, in order to 

determine the matrix elements of the group generators we 

must also determine the reduced matrix elements of ¢ and 

¢t. 

Since the matrix elements ofthe projectors P [r] and P [r] 
are bilinear combinations ofWigner coefficients, the 

Wigner-Eckart theorem allows us to write 

¢[r]¢t[r] = Mr P [r], 

¢t[r]¢[r] = Mr P [r], (14) 

where the Mr (Mr) are U(n) invariants whose eigenvalues 

determine the squares of the reduced matrix elements of ¢ 
(¢ t). Equation (14) is clearly an operator generalization of 

the Wigner-Eckart theorem and may be derived using pure

ly algebraic techniques as demonstrated in Ref. 7. By taking 

the traces of Eqs. (14) we obtain the result 

¢[rr¢t[rL 
Mr= ----

tr(P [r]) , 

(15) 

¢t[r];¢[r]i 
Mr= , 

tr(P [r]) 

which enables the invariants Mr and Mr to be expressed as a 

function of the {3k and a r using techniques similar to those 

used in the derivation of the Ck and Ck (see Ref. 7 for further 

details). We obtain 

_ n+l 

Mr = (-1) n II ({3p - ar)II (a r - at -ltl, (16) 
p~ I t#r 

17 J. Math. Phys. Vol. 22. No.1. January 1981 

n +1 

Mr = (-1) n II ({3p - a r -1) II (ar - at +ltl. 
p~ I t#r 

(17) 

One may check directly from Eq. (15) and the Wigner-Eck

art theorem that the Mr and Mr in fact determine the re

duced matrix elements as required. 

Taking the (n,n) entries of Eqs. (14), we obtain 

¢[rr¢t[r]n = MrP [r]~, 
(18) 

¢t[r]n¢[rr =MrP[r]~, 

which, using formulas (11), (13), (16), and (17), enables us 

immediately to write down the matrix elements of the gener

ators a~ + I and a~ + I . However, in order to obtain the matrix 

elements of the remaining generators we need more informa

tion. To this end we obtain a relationship between the 

U(n +1) and U(n) projection operators which, as we shall 

later see, reflects the properties ofU(n +1) : U(n) reduced 

Wigner operators. 

First of all it is easily seen, as a trivial property of 

Wigner coefficients and Eqs. (2) and (3), that the following 

relations holds: 

Q [k L +1 (CktlQ [k]j +1 = Q [k ]", 

Q[k]7+I(Cd-1Q[k]~+1 =Q[k](. 

A proof of this result which exploits only the Lie algebra 

commutation relations is presented in Ref. 7 (see also 

Green8
). By applying the U(n) projectors P [r] (P [r)) to both 

sides of the above equations, we obtain, by virtue of Eqs. (9) 

and (12), the result 

i P [r]~Q [k ]~P [r]7 
t.m~ I 

= ¢[r]iCk({3k - a r -lt2 ¢t[r] j' 

We now note, from the form of Ck given by Eq. (11), that 

Ck({3k -a r -ltl is independent ofar and hence com

mutes with ¢[r). We therefore obtain 

P [r];Q [k ]~nP [r]7 

= Ck({3k - a r -It\ {3k - artl¢[rr¢t[r] j' 

Using Eqs. (14) this in turn may be written 

P [rJ;Q [k ]~P [r]7 

= CkM r({3k - a r _1)-I( {3k - artlp [r]~. (19) 

Similarly, we obtain 

P [r] ~Q [k ]7'P [r] /n 

= C
k
M r({3k - a r _1)-I( (3k - artlp [r](. (20) 

As we shall see Eqs. (19) and (20) are essentially all we 

need to determine the matrix elements of the U(n) 

generators. 

3. SIMULTANEOUS SHIFTS 

The Lie group U(n) admits the canonical9 chain of 

subgroups 

U(n):JU(n -1):J ... :JU(1), (21) 

where each group U(m) occurring in this chain has infinites-
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imal generators consisting of the U(n) generators aj for val

ues of i andj in the range 1 , ... ,m. Before proceeding we estab

lish some notation. We denote the U(m) matrix whose (i,]) 

entry is the U(m) generator a~ (i,j = 1, ... ,m) simply by am' 

We denote the characteristic roots of am byar.m 
(r = 1, ... ,m). They take constant values on a finite dimen

sional irreducible representation ofU(m) with highest 

weight (Alm, ... ,Amm) givenbyar.m =Ar.m +m -r. We de

note the corresponding U(m) projectors simply by P (;.") and 

PC;): 

(
m) IT (am -a'.m ) 

P r = '#r a r.m -a'.m ' 

p(m) = IT (~m -~m ), 
r '#r a r.m - a'.m 

where am is the U(m) adjoint matrix whose roots a/.m are 

given by a/.m = rn -1 - a;.m' We denote the (rn,m) entries 

of these projectors by Cr•m and Cr•m , respectively. From the 

previous section we know that these operators are essentially 

squares ofWigner coefficients whose eigenvalues are given 

by [cf. Eqs. (11) and (13)] 

m m-l 

Cr.m = IT (a r.m -ak.m)-I IT (a r.m -a'.m_1 -1), 
k= 1 ,= 1 

#r 
(22) 

m m-l 

Cr.m = IT (ar.m - ak.m yl IT (ar.m - a'.m -I ). 
k= 1 /= 1 

#r 

Finally we denote the U(m) vector operator {a~ +1 1 
(i = 1, ... ,m) simply by tf;(m). Its Hermitian conjugate tf;t(m) 

constitutes a contragredient vector operator with compo

nents tf;t(m); = a'(' +1. We denote the shift components of 

these operators by tf;(';) and tf;t(,;), respectively. According 

to Eqs. (14) we may write 

(23) 

tf;t(7)tf;(7) = M r•m p (7). 
where the U(m) invariants M r•m and M r•m (the squared re

duced matrix elements) are given by 

m+1 

M r.m = (_I)m IT (ak.m+1 - a r.m -1) 
k=1 

x IT (a r•m - a/.m + Itl, 
/ ,. r 

_ m+l 

M r.m = ( -1) m IT (ak.m +1 - a r.m) 
k=1 

x IT (a r•m - a/.m _1)-1. 
/ ,. r 

The (m,rn) entries of Eqs. (23) yield the relations 

tf;(7rtf;t(7t = Mr,mCr,m' 

18 J, Math, Phys. Vol. 22, No.1, January 1981 

(24) 

(25) 

which determines the matrix elements of the generators 

a;;: +1 anda;;:+I. 

IfU(rn +1) and U(m) are two canonical subgroups of 

U(n), we have already remarked that the operator tf;(m) with 

components tf;(rn)/ = a~ +1 constitutes a U(m) vector opera

tor. Hence, each operator a~ +1 may be written as a sum of 

shift components tf;(';) which alter the representation labels 

of the group U(rn), However, if k is a positive integer less 

than m, then the components tf;(mY (i = I, ... ,k) also consti

tute a vector operator with respect to the subgroup U(k ). 

Hence, any given operator of the form a~ + 1 (I < m + 1) 

transforms as a component of a vector operator with respect 

to the subgroups U(rn), U(rn -l), ... ,U(l). 

In the limiting case when 1= rn we see that a;;: +1 can 

only be a component of a vector operator with respect to the 

subgroup U(m). In this case a;;: +1 can only alter the repre

sentation labels of the subgroup U(m) and we may resolve 

a;;: +1 into its U(m) shift components according to 

a;;: +1 = f tf;(rn)m. 
r = 1 r 

Suppose now we consider a generator of the form a;;: :;:: : 
which transforms as a component of a vector with respect to 

the subgroups U(m - 1) and U(m). Firstly, a;;: :;:: must alter 

the representation labels ofthe subgroup U(rn) and we ob

tain a primary decomposition into U(rn) shift components 

= f tf;(m)m-I 
r= 1 r 

where 

tf;(7)'=p(7)'a~+1 =a~+1 p(7Y 
] ] 

Now each tf;(,;)m -I is also a component of a vector op

erator with respect to U(m -1). Hence, we may further de

compose tf;(,;)m -I into its U(m -1) shift components ac

cording to 

tf;(7r-
1 

= ~~: tf;(7 m 71 r-
I

, 

where 

Hence, we obtain the resolution 

m m-I (m m -1 )m-I 
a;;::;:: = I I tf; r I 

r = I J =- I 

where each component tf;('; "; -I) simultaneously alters the 

representation labels of U(m) and its subgroup U(rn -1) 

according to 

Ak •m tf;(7 rn 71 
) = tf;(7 m 71 

)(Ak,m + c5kr ), 

Ak,m -I tf;(7 m 71 
) = tf;(7 m 71 

)(A k •m -I + 15k,), 

By our construction the shift components tf;('; "; -I ) are giv

en by 
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(
m m-I)=p(m-I 

'" r I I 

-(m = t/J(m)P r 

7)t/J(m) 

m -1) 
I ' 

where PG." "; -I) may be interpreted as an (m -I)Xm ma

trix of operators with entries 

p(m -I 1 m)i = "II p(m _I)i p(m)k, 
r j k=1 I k r J 

i = I, ... ,m -1, j = I, ... ,m. 

Similarly, we define the operators P G." "; -I ). 
More generally, an operator a~ +1 (I < m + 1) may be 

decomposed into a sum of shift components which simulta

neously alter the representation labels of the subgroups 

U(m), U(m -I), ... ,U(/). We write this decomposition as 

1 ( m m -1 I )1 
am +1 = ~ t/l i(m) i(m -1 )"'i(/) , 

(26) 

where the summation symbol is shorthand notation for 

m m-l I 

I I ... I . 
i(m) = I i(m-I)= I i(I)= I 

Each shift component simultaneously alters the representa

tion labels of the subgroups U(m), ... ,U(/) according to 

A t/l( m m -1 ... I ) 
k.p i(m) i(m -1) i(/) 

= t/lC(:) i(: -=.11) "'i(~»)(Ak'P + Dk,i(P» (27) 

for p = I, ... ,m and k = I, ... ,p. 

These shift components may be constructed by repeat

ed application of the subgroup projectors as in the a;;::;:: 
case. Let us denote the I X m matrix of operators with entries 

rtl ... :~: :~: pC(~)X PC:I :11) y .. ·pC(: -=.~) X 
xpC(:)X 

simply by 

(
1m -1 

p i(/)"'i(m -1) 

It is clear that these operators project out the simultaneous 

shift components of the generator a~ + I = t/l(m)1 from the 

left: 

t/lC(:)"'i(~») = pC(~)·"i(:»)t/l(m). (28) 

Similarly, we define the projectors 

-( m m -1 I ) 
P i(m) i(m -1) "'i(/) , 

whose (i,}) entry is given by 

m-lm-2 1 -(m)p-(m-I)Q -(Iy' I I ... I p. p. ...p . 
p = I Q = I r = I l(m) i l(m -1 ) p 1(1) r 

for i = I, ... ,m andj = 1, ... ,1. Clearly, these operators project 

out the simultaneous shift components of the generator 

t/l(m)' = a~ +1 from the right: 

19 J. Math. Phys. Vol. 22, No.1, January 1981 

t/lC(:)"'i(~») = t/J(m)PC(:)'''i(~»)' (29) 

In a similar way we define the operators 

p( I ... m -1 m ) 
i(/) i(m -1) i(m) 

and (30) 

( 
m m -1 I ) 

P i(m) i(m -1) '''i(/) , 

defined in the same way but with the order reversed. 

By taking the Hermitian conjugate ofEqs. (26)-(29) we 

see that the generator a'l' + I (I < m + 1) may also be resolved 

into its simultaneous shift components according to 

( 
m m -1 I ) 

a'l'+1 = "t/lt 
ft;s i(m) i(m -1) '''i(/) " 

where each component 

t/lt(;(:) ... i(~») 
may be constructed by aplying the projectors (30): 

t( m m -1 I ) 
t/l i(m) i(m -1) "'i(/) 

= PC~)'''i(: -=.11) i(:)t/lt(m) 

= t/lt(m)PC(:) i(: -=.~) "·i(~»). 
We conclude this section by obtaining a generalization 

of Eqs. (23) for the multiple shift vectors 

( 
m m -1 I ) 

t/l i(m) i(m -1 )"'i(/) . 

We have 

t/lt( m ... I ) t/l( m ... I )1 
i(m) i(/) 1 i(m) i(/) 

m _( I m)i t '-( m 1)1 
i'~ I P i(/)"'i(m) 1 t/l (m)it/l(m)JP i(m)"'i(/) j 

= mf p( I ... m -1 )i t/lt( m ) t/l( m Y 
i,j= I i(/) i(m -1 ) 1 i(m) i i(m») 

xp( m -1 ... I )1. 
i(m -1) i(/) j 

However, from Eqs. (23), we know that 

t/ltC(:)}t/lC(:») =M;(m),mPC(:)X 

and it follows that Eq. (31) may be written 

(31) 

-( I m -1 ) -( m ) -( m -1 I )1 
Mi(m),m

P 
i(/)"'i(m -1 ) P i(m) P i(m -1 )'''i(l) I' 

(32) 

By repeated application ofEq. (20) this in turn may be 

written 

IT (ai(p),p - ai(p_I),p_1 -Itl(ai(p),p - ai(p_I),p_1 t l 

p=I+1 

(33) 
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Similarly we have 

( 
m /)1 t( m /) tP ... tP ... 

i(m) i(/) i(m) i(/) I 

m 

II (a -1)-1 i(p),p - ai(p_I),p_1 
p~/+l 

X(a - a )-III
m 

M C /( pl, p /( p -1 l, P -I i(rl,r i(r),r' (34) 
r= I 

These are the required generalizations of Eqs, (25), 

They in fact determine the squares of the matrix elements of 

a~ +1 and a'!' +1, respectively, 

4. MATRIX ELEMENTS OF THE GROUP GENERATORS 

Throughout this section we assume that we are working 

in a finite dimensional irreducible representation ofU(n) and 

we shall adopt the usual Gel'fand basis notation. Our aim is 

to evaluate the matrix elements of the generators a~ + I and 

a'!' +1 (/<m), The matrix of a;;:!: is of course diagonal with 

entries 

m+l m 

L Ai,m+1 - L A"m' 
i= I i= 1 

Suppressing the labels ofU(m +2), we may write an 

arbitrary Gel'fand pattern in the form 

Ai,m+l 

Ai,m 

Ai,l-I 

(v) 

where (v) denotes a Gel'fand pattern for the subgroup 

U(/-2). Let us fix this Gel'fand pattern and write it in the 

form IA j,k) for ease of notation, We begin by obtaining the 

matrix elements of the generators a;;: +1 and a;;: +1, 

Resolving a;;: +1 into its U(m) shift components, we 

have 

m 

L N;"[A j,m+l ;Aj,m;Aj,m_1 
r = 1 

X IA j,k + Lir,m)' 

where IA j,k + Li r,m ) is shorthand notation for the state ob

tained from IA j,k ) by increasing the label A r,m of the group 

U(m) by one unit and leaving the remaining labels un

changed, The matrix elements N;", in view of the Hermiti

city property 

and Eq, (25), are given by 

N;"(A j,m +1 ; A j,m; A j,m -1 ) = (A j,k IMr,m Cr,m IA j,k) 1/ 2, 

(35) 

(Strictly speaking, this matrix element is to be multiplied by 

a phase factor. However, it is customary to choose the phases 

of the matrix elements of a;;: + 1 to be real and positive, The 

question of phases shall be discussed more fully in the next 

section.) Substituting for Mr,m and C"m using Eqs, (22) and 

(24) gives the result 

N;,,=(-I)mrr;~+i (Ap,m+1 -A"m +r-p)rr,!,~-/ (Ar,m -AI,m_1 +/-r+l) )112. 
rr'!'= I (Ar,m - AI,m + /- r)(Ar,m - AI,m + 1- r + 1) 

ier 

(36) 

Similarly, the matrix elements of a;;: +1 are 

N;"(A j,m + I ; A j,m; A j,m -1 ) = (A j,k IMr,m Cr,m IA j,k) 1/2 

=(-I)mn;:im(Ap,m+1 -Ar,m +r-p+l) ll':-II (A"m -AI,m_l 

"/= 1 (A"m - AI,m + /- r)(Ar,m - AI,m + /- r -I) 
ier 

(37) 

The method for calculating the matrix elements of 

a~ +1 and a'!' + I is similar and, in view of Eqs, (33) and (34), 

no more difficult. Resolving a~ +1 (l<,m) into its simulta

neous shift components, we have 

a~ +1 IA j,k) = ~ tPC:)"'i(~»)' IA j,k) 

~ NC(:)'''i(~») 
x IA j,k + Li'(m),m + '" + Lii(l),/)' 

where IA j,k + Li'(m),m + '" + Lii(l).l) denotes the state ob
tained from IA j,k ) by increasing the representation label 

Ai(r),r of the subgroup U (r), r = I, .. "m, by one unit and leav

ing the other labels unchanged, In this case the matrix 

elements 

20 J. Math. Phys. Vol. 22. No.1. January 1981 

NC(:)"'i(~») 
are given by 

± ( A j.k ItPtC:)"'i(~)\ tPC(:)"'i(~J IA j.k) 1/2, 

which, by virtue of Eqs, (33) and (35), equals 

[(Ai(r).r -Ai(r-I),r-l +i(r-l)-i(r)yl 

X(Ai(r).r -Ai(r-l),r-I + i(r-l)-i(r)+lyl r/2
, 

(38) 

where N ~(r) are the matrix elements of the generator a; + 1 

which are given by Eq, (36). The undetermined phase ( ± ) 
will be obtained in the next section. 

Clearly, 
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NC(:)'''i(~) 
corresponds to the matrix element 

(A~;;I la~+1 IAj(~;I), 

where (A ') = (A) except for A :(r),r = Ai(r),r + 1, r = I, ... ,m. 

Similarly, the matrix elements 

-( m I) 
N i(m)"'i(l) 

of the generator a'!' + I (I < m + 1) are given by 

± (A j,k 1 tPC:)'''i(~JtPtC(:)'''i(~»){ IA j,k) 1/2, 

which, in view of Eq. (34), equals 

± fi N~(r) IT [(Ai(r),r - Ai(r-I),r-I + i(r -1) - i(r) 
r~{ r~{+1 

+ltl (Ai(r),r - Ai(r-I),r-I + i(r -1) - i(r)tl ]1/2, 

where N ;(r) are the matrix elements of the generator a~ + I 

which are given by Eq. (37). 

5. CHOICE OF PHASES 

In obtaining the matrix elements of the U(n) generators 

there is a degree of freedom in that the phases of the gener

ators a:;: +1 may be chosen arbitrarily. Following Baird and 

Biedenharn,3 we have chosen these phases to be positive 

[which agrees with the Condon-Shortley convention for 

SU(2)]. By Hermiticity it follows that the phases of the gen

erators a:;: +1 are also positive. The phases ofthe remaining 

generators are then dictated by the Lie algebra commutation 

relations. It follows from these considerations that the gen

eral matrix element 

NC;:)"'i(~») 
has phase3 

S(i(m -1) - i(m»S(i(m -2) 

- i(m -1»"S(i(/) - i(1 +1», 

where S (x) is the sign of x and S (0) = 1. 

I t is interesting to note that the choice of phases may be 

obtained algebraically using the U(n) characteristic identi

ties as demonstrated in Baird and Biedenharn.4 

6. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 

We have shown that the only non vanishing matrix ele

ments of the generator a~ + I are of the form [suppressing the 

labels of the subgroup U(m +1)] 

(39) 

where A ' is of the form A ' = A +.J i(m)' where.J i(m) is the 

U(m) weight with 1 in position i(m) and zero elsewhere. 

Also, since a~ + I is a vector with respect to the subgroups 

U(l),,,.,U(m -1), we see thatthe only allowed patterns (,u') 

are of the form (,u') = (,u) except ,u :(r),r =,u i(r),r + 1 for 

r = I, ... ,m - 1 and some i(r) in the range 1, ... ,r. The matrix 

21 J. Math. Phys. Vol. 22, No.1, January 1981 

element in this case is 

NC(:)"'i(~») 
and is given by Eq. (38). On the other hand, using the 

Wigner-Eckart theorem, this matrix element may also be 

written 

(40) 

where the first term is the U(m) reduced matrix element 

(Mi(m),m) 1/2. 

In the notation of Baird and Biedenharn
3 

let us denote 

the U(l) Wigner coefficients (Ci(l).I) 1/2 by (~~{I ), the reduced 

matrix element (Mi(r),r)1/2 by (;(~):/), and the corresponding 

"reduced Wigner coefficients" by (;(/(I')I')'r -I ). Then the ma

trix element 

NC(:)"'i(~») 
may be written in terms of reduced matrix elements, Wigner 

coefficients, and reduced Wigner coefficients according t03 

( 
m I) (m +1) m ( i(r):r )(i(/):/) 

N i(m)"'i(l) = i(m):m r~I;L i(r-l):r-l 1-1' 

It is interesting to note that by taking the trace of Eq. 

(20) we obtain the result 

(-(m m +1 
tr P r k 

= Ck,m+1 Mr,mCr,m(ak,m +1 -ar.m _1)-1 

x (ak,m +1 - ar,mt
l
. 

In terms of reduced Wigner coefficients this relation may be 

written in the form 

(-(m m +1 
tr P r k 

which shows that the reduced Wigner coefficients are deter

mined solely by the subgroup projectors. 

Finally, from Eq. (32) we may write the matrix element 

(39) in the form 

(AI -(I m) -( m {)' 1 A ) 1/2 

(,u) Mi(m),m
P 

i(l)'''i(m) P i(m)"'i(l) ,(,u) . 

Comparing this with the Wigner-Eckart factorization (40), 

we see that the general Wigner coefficient is given by 

( A 1-( 1m) -( m I )'1 A ) 
(j..l) P i(l)"'i(m) P i(m)"'i(l) , (,u) 

= I (~) ; 1{6 1 A ~,u~;(m) ) n (41) 

This is clearly a generalization ofEq. (4) in Sec. 2. 

7. CONCLUSION 

Equation (41) shows that the general fundamental 

Wigner coefficients may be obtained solely from a knowl

edge of the subgroup projection operators. This form for the 

Wigner coefficients is useful and clearly may be generalized 

to arbitrary (multiplicity free) Wigner coefficients corre

spondingtothereductionofV(A) ® V(,u), where V(A )isone 
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of the tensor representations. One simply applies the U(n) 

projectors corresponding to the U(n) tensor identity with 

reference representation V(A )(seeRef. 1 for further details) 

and the canonical subgroup tensor projectors with reference 

representation given by the decomposition of V (A ) into irre

ducible representations of its subgroups. By this means we 

may give a general expression for the U(n) Wigneroperators 

of Biedenharn et al. as a polynomial in the group generators. 

This procedure is probably best described in the context of 

the pattern calculus and will be discussed more fully in a 

later publication. 

Finally, we note that we have given an expression for 

the general matrix element (and the corresponding Wigner 

coefficients) as a polynomial in the group generators. This 

enables us to discuss "generalized matrix elements" without 

explicit reference to a basis state. It is therefore suggestive 

that this approach may be useful for obtaining generalized 

matrix elements for groups whose basis states are not known. 

In particular, it is hoped that useful information concerning 

the symplectic groups may be obtained by this method. 
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